Langasite resonators are of recent interest for a variety of applications because of their good temperature behavior, good piezoelectric coupling, low acoustic loss and high Q factor. The force-frequency effect describes the shift in resonant frequency a resonator experiences due to the application of a mechanical load. A clear understanding of this effect is essential for many design applications such as pressure sensors. In this article, the frequency shift is analyzed theoretically and numerically for thin, circular langasite plates subjected to a pair of diametrical forces. In addition, the sensitivity of the force-frequency effect is analyzed with respect to the nonlinear material constants. The results are anticipated to be valuable for experimental measurements of nonlinear material constants as well as for device design.
Introduction
Piezoelectric resonators based on langasite and its isomorphs [1] [2] [3] are of current interest in the piezoelectric device community based on the combination of moderately strong piezoelectric coupling, low acoustic loss, zero temperature coefficient of frequency, and reduced nonlinear effects occurring in simple orientations. One of these nonlinear effects is the force-frequency effect which describes the resonant frequency shift that occurs when the resonator is subjected to an external mechanical load (here, an applied diametrically oriented force pair). Depending upon the design of the resonator mounting structure, this effect can cause problems with resonators used in timing devices when external accelerations are experienced. One approach to counteract the frequency shift caused by acceleration is to actively adjust the frequency with another nonlinear effect, namely the electroelastic effect [4] [5] [6] . Alternatively, the force-frequency effect can also be used to produce a force sensor [7, 8] . The first examination of the force-frequency effect in langasite was published by Boy et al. in 2001 [9] . Their work on langasite included both theoretical and experimental components, drawing significant attention to the ''major discrepancy" found for the magnitude of the effect in langasite. The experimental measurements of Boy et al. also included langatate (LGT), subsequently measured by Kim and Ballato along with langanite (LGN) [10] . Neither work included calculations for LGT or LGN as the required nonlinear material constants have not been measured. Independent calculations on the force-frequency effect in langasite were reported in [11] based upon an assumed isotropic biasing stress. The isotropic stress assumption was consistent with previous analyses of quartz resonators [12] and the results for quartz were shown to be consistent with the earlier work. The implication was that the results for langasite are a similarly good approximation. Unfortunately, these prior analyses ignored the influence of linear and nonlinear piezoelectric constants. For langasite single crystals which have moderately high piezoelectric coupling, those assumptions may be invalid. Consequently, in this article we improve the calculations of the force-frequency effect in langasite resonators by taking into account the full set of material nonlinearities and by determining more accurately the biasing stress and strain fields. The complete set of linear and nonlinear material constants may be necessary for estimations of the force-frequency effect for langasite resonators.
The force-frequency effect is caused by intrinsic nonlinear material properties of the single crystal. The nonlinear material properties are characterized by the third-order material constants including the third-order elastic, piezoelectric, dielectric and electrostrictive constants. A detailed description of this phenomenon requires the theory of infinitesimal fields superposed on finite biasing fields [13] , which describes the influence of a biasing effect (mechanical stress, electrical field) on the natural frequency of piezoelectric resonators. For most (but not all) cases of interest, the shifted value of the natural frequency can be estimated by the firstorder perturbation integral [14] .
To calculate the frequency shift of resonators subjected to a static mechanical load, one must first obtain the static solution for the strain and electrical field. However, because of the anisotropic material properties of the single crystal, it is difficult to obtain such solutions analytically. Previous research [9, 11, 12] has included several different approaches to both the isotropic and anisotropic solutions. The isotropic case provides a convenient initial estimate since the static solutions can easily be obtained in an analytical form that then enables a simple solution for the overall effect. Nevertheless, the true anisotropic solution differs sufficiently from the isotropic solution such that one must solve the fully anisotropic problem. An alternative method for this case is to use the finite element method (FEM). FEM is now commonly used in basic analyses of quartz resonators [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . A previous FEM result for frequency shift estimates of quartz resonators can be found in [8] for which only the third-order elastic constants are considered. For quartz resonators with low piezoelectric coupling coefficient, this assumption may be accurate enough. However, it is unclear for langasite resonators with high piezoelectric coupling, whether other nonlinear material constants play an important role in this response. Given the difficulty of obtaining an analytical solution that includes all of the anisotropy and nonlinearity, in this article, FEM is used to estimate accurately the force-frequency effect of langasite resonators. The static anisotropic solution for a diametrical biasing stress is obtained using COMSOL. Combined with the analytical mode shape solutions, the force-frequency effect for a langasite resonator with arbitrary material orientations is obtained. All the third-order material constants including the thirdorder elastic, piezoelectric, dielectric and electrostrictive constants are used in the calculations. The results are compared both to an isotropic analytical solution and the limited experimental results reported in the literature. Finally, the influence from each group of nonlinear material constants is examined quantitatively by isolating the contributions of different sets of nonlinear material constants to the force-frequency effect for resonators with arbitrary material orientations. This sensitivity analysis is similar in objective but greatly expanded beyond that presented in Fig. 5 of [9] where the authors are simply attempting to explain the discrepancy in the magnitude of the theoretical and experimental results.
Perturbation integral
The resonant frequency of a resonator depends on its geometry, material constants and boundary conditions. When a langasite resonator is subjected to an external mechanical load, the geometry changes slightly. In this case, the material constants may be characterized as effective constants which will change with the external mechanical load. Thus, a resonant frequency will shift with the applied load. The shifted value may be estimated accurately by perturbation integral theory. The expression to estimate the firstorder perturbation of a specific mode can be found from [14] 
In Eqs. (1)- (4) [20] . The resulting differences in material constants are discussed in Appendix A.
The displacement gradient is the summation of strain and the rigid body rotation tensor. It may be written
Physically, it can be easily verified that a rotation of the position of a crystal resonator will not cause a resonant frequency shift. More precisely, it has been proven in [21] that an arbitrary pure homogeneous infinitesimal rigid body rotation has no influence on frequency shift. Thus, in the case considered here, the displacement gradient may be obtained directly from the static strain solution.
The frequency shift, as given by Eq. (1), is a function of the mode, the natural frequency without perturbation, and the effective material constants. From Eqs. (2)- (4), the effective materials constants are functions of the initial stress and strain and the electrical field. Thus, estimates of the frequency shift of a resonator under an external mechanical load require the mode shape and stress as well as the strain and electrical field distribution for the resonator. In addition, the static solution for the electrical field, initial stress, and strain are required. In theory, these solutions may be obtained analytically or numerically and occasionally exact analytical solutions may be tractable.
For a resonator with simple geometry, the perturbation integral Eq. (1) may be simplified greatly. However, for a resonator with relatively complex geometry, the perturbation integral can be carried out only numerically. In such cases, the finite element solution combined with numerical integration may be used to estimate the resonator frequency shift. The initial stress, strain and field can be determined by finite element method for the element stress, strain and field. The volume integral can be treated as the summation of all element volumes. The perturbation integral for the finite element approach may then be expressed as
where 
Unperturbed mode
Consider the free vibrations of a thin plate cut from a single crystal with arbitrary symmetry, as shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The plate is fully coated with thin, massless electrodes on both sides. The boundary conditions are assumed traction free. Here, we approximate the exact mode as that for an infinite plate for simplicity. Later, we restrict our integration area to a region near the center of the plate in order to represent more closely the response expected from a trapped energy mode. Such an approximation is reasonable since errors in the mode shape result in high order behavior in the perturbation integral. In this case, the governing equations may be written c 2jk2 u k;22 þ e 22j / ;22 ¼ q€ u j ; ð6Þ e 2k2 u k;22 À e 22 / ;22 ¼ 0:
ð7Þ
The boundary conditions are written
The general solution for this case can be summarized as
where
Thus, the ith mode shape may be defined as
The amplitudes D Eq. (15) is solved numerically for the frequencies of interest. Alternatively, the resonant frequency can be approximated by the antiresonant frequency as [22] x % x 1 ¼ 
Diametric force

Analytical solution
Consider a doubly-rotated langasite plate fully coated with electrodes on both sides as shown in Fig. 1 . The material orientation is shown in Fig. 2 which follows IEEE standard 176-1987. A pair of equal forces F is applied in the diametric direction shown in Fig. 3 . The three-dimensional linear equations of piezoelectricity can be written [23] 
where the strain and the electric field are written
As an approximation [12] , the following stresses (at the center of an isotropic plate subjected to a pair of diametrical forces) are used throughout the thin plate
Lee and Wu [24] used the uniform stress solution, Eq. (23), and then obtained the strain from an anisotropic constitutive model. They showed that such an approach matches force-frequency experiments well. Based on this approach, the stress distributions for the resonator subjected to a pair of diametrical forces are obtained as
ð1 À 2 cos 2wÞ; ð25Þ
Then from the anisotropic strain and stress in Eq. (17), the strain components can be obtained. The force-frequency effect is often characterized by the force sensitivity coefficient which can be found in [25] . It is defined as
where Df is the natural frequency shift, h is the plate thickness, D is the plate diameter, f 0 is the unperturbed natural frequency, F is the diametric force, and n is the harmonic overtone order of the fundamental frequency. This coefficient is now examined for a variety of plate cuts.
Finite element solution
A finite element model for a doubly-rotated langasite resonator is constructed using FEMLAB 3.2 (COMSOL). The model includes 2224 Lagrangian quadratic elements with the number of boundary elements as 1640, such that there are three layers of elements. The sample radius is 6.5 mm, the thickness is 0.65 mm, and a pair of diametric forces is applied along the X axis. The radial edge of the plate has zero charge. The convergence of the numerical solution is verified by refining the element size and by comparison with analytical solutions when available. In the analytical approach, because of the isotropic material properties assumption, the stress distribution is uniform. The strain is then calculated by an anisotropic stressstrain constitutive equation, and the electrical charge and field are assumed zero. In the finite element approach, the plate is fully anisotropic and the influence of electrical charge and field are included in the analysis. Therefore, the FEM solution gives a more realistic result. Fig. 5 shows an example finite element solution for stress T 12 . It can be seen that the solution is different from the isotropic solution, particularly away from the center of the plate, which illustrates a fundamental limitation of the isotropic assumption and the advantage of the FEM approach. 
Results
For a resonator with arbitrary material orientation, the forcefrequency effect for a specific mode is dependent on all material constants including second and third-order constants, after transforming them to the new coordinate. Secondly, the unperturbed natural frequency and mode shape for the specific mode are determined. Thirdly, the static stress, strain, and electrical field for the resonator under biasing diametrical forces are obtained. Finally, Eqs. (1) and (5), respectively, are used for the calculation of the force-frequency effect analytically and numerically. Example results are presented in this section, determined using the constants given in Tables A1-A8.
Force frequency effect
Figs. 6 and 7 shows the force-frequency effect of a Y-cut LGS resonator resulting from a pair of applied diametric forces. The approximate analytical results are obtained under the assumption that the thin plate is isotropic. Therefore, only the second-order and the third-order elastic constants are included in the perturbation integral calculations. FEM was also used to calculate the static strain solution for the anisotropic plate. All nonlinear material constants are included in the perturbation integral calculations. Fig. 6 also shows the results obtained using FEM to determine the influence of the integral volume with respect to the approximate analytical solution. Thus, R 1 defines the integral radius as a fraction of the plate radius. It is clear that the FEM results are closer to the approximate analytical result when the integral volume is restricted to the region near the center of the thin plate. This is because the FEM result assumes the analytical solution of the infinite plate, which may not apply near the edge of the plate. When the integration volume is restricted to the center region, the real mode shape is closer to the approximate analytical solution. Therefore, it appears that when R 1 (integral radius, shown in Fig. 4) = 0.35 R, the FEM result fits the analytical result well. Thus, this integration radius is used for the other results shown here. A more detailed analysis involving the exact trapped energy mode shapes is the subject of future work. to 90 ) when diametric forces are applied along the transformed X axis. Because the interest here is on the behavior with respect to the third-order material constants, only the contribution to the force-frequency effect from the third-order material constants is presented such that contributions from second-order material constants are excluded. The analytical results are shown as solid lines while the numerical results are denoted with squares. The FEM results and the approximate analytical results agree well for most cases, while there are certain orientations which have relatively large differences (e.g. the orientation: YXwl U ¼ 60
to 90 Þ. For modes B and C, there are considerable jumps in the force-frequency effect at
. This result is due to a degeneracy that occurs at this cut. In this case, the first-order perturbation integral does not apply but the second-order perturbation integral [26] may be used. The intersections with the X axis indicate a possible stress compensation cut which can be used in the case which requires a minimum sensitivity to diametric forces.
Sensitivity to nonlinear material constants
As stated in Eq. (1), the natural frequency shift is related to all nonlinear material constants including the third-order elastic, piezoelectric, dielectric and electrostrictive constants. However, the contribution to the frequency shift from each group of nonlinear material constants depends on the cut angle. Therefore, to investigate the different contributions from different material constants quantitatively, we plot the contribution from each group of nonlinear material constants as a function of cut angle. Because nonlinear material constants are the major focus area in this article, the contribution of the second-order material constants is not shown in all sensitivity plots. Therefore, it is clear from the following figures that the total contribution from all nonlinear material constants does not match the complete curve, since it includes second-order effects as well. Fig. 11 shows the force-frequency effect for cuts YXwl
The results for mode A (longitudinal mode) and B (fast shear) show that the primary contributions to the force-frequency effect come from the third-order elastic constants without any contribution from the third-order piezoelectric, electrostrictive or the third-order dielectric constants. For mode C, it is observed that the cuts YXwl U ¼ 0 =H ¼ 0-30 have small contributions from the third-order piezoelectric constants. Fig. 12 shows the results for cuts YXwl U ¼ 20
to 90 . Compared with the case shown in Fig. 11 , we can see that except for the major contribution from the third-order elastic constants, the third-order piezoelectric constants play a more important role for a specific cut range (YXwl U ¼ 0
to 30 for mode A and C, YXwl U ¼ 20
to 45 for mode B). Therefore, if the third-order elastic constants of LGS are to be determined using an applied diametric load for LGS resonators, these cut ranges should be avoided. In Fig. 13 , results are shown for mode C for the cut range YXwl U ¼ 40
to 30 , we notice that the influence of the third-order piezoelectric constants on the forcefrequency effect is larger relative to other cut ranges. Therefore, this cut range may be good for determination of the third-order piezoelectric constants using an applied diametric load by resonator methods. In Fig. 14 , we do not observe considerable contributions to force-frequency effect from the third-order piezoelectric constants for modes A and B. For mode C, the cut range YXwl
to 0 , has little contribution from the third-order piezoelectric constants as well.
Comparison with previous experimental results
We compared our theoretical analysis result to the experimental result by Boy et al. [9] . The sample is a Y-cut 9.98 MHz 3rd overtone langasite resonator. The thickness is 0.41 mm, the external diameter is 13.2 mm and the electrodes are 6 mm, the radius of curvature is 500 mm. Fig. 15 shows the comparison of force-frequency effect for this langasite resonator. The approximate analytical results fit the experimental results very well. It is worth noting that approximate analytical calculation is restricted to a plano-plano resonator model.
Conclusions
In this article, the force-frequency effect and the related sensitivity analysis of thickness mode langasite resonator were examined both analytically and numerically. It was shown that the similarity of FEM results and theoretical results depends on integral volume. The integral region close to the center of the resonator gives closer agreement between the FEM and analytical result. In addition, possible stress compensation cuts were found and discussed. The sensitivity analysis shows that the electrostrictive constants and the third-order dielectric constants contribute little to the force-frequency effect for the majority of cuts examined. The major contributions to the force-frequency effect come from the third-order order elastic constants. The contribution from the third-order order piezoelectric constants is small in most cases. However, there do exist some cut ranges where the contributions from the third-order piezoelectric constants are large enough that they can not be ignored. Determination of the third-order elastic constants using an applied diametric load on a resonator is proven feasible for cut ranges where the contribution from the third-order elastic constants dominates. The comparison between our theoretical calculation result to previous experimental data for a Y-cut 3rd overtone langasite resonator shows good agreement. 
